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Preface

Sheer, naked self-interest on my own part meant that the CSFI came to the UK pensions debate rather earlier

than most (my co-director, David Lascelles, is the beneficiary of a generous Financial Times pension, and never

really understood the white light of terror in my eyes). As one can see from Appendix I, we have held 19 round-

table discussions that directly address at least one part of the pensions problem over the last five years – and

there were probably a good few before that (as well as many on the broader savings issue). We have also

published a couple of reports on the subject before this one; I would particularly draw your attention to the

extraordinarily prescient paper by Andrew Dobson (one of the City’s earliest derivatives experts) that we

published in May 1996. Wittingly or otherwise, almost every halting step that governments have since taken in

this area seems to have been mapped out for them by Andrew.

But – notwithstanding the impact that Andrew Dobson’s paper may or may not have had – most of the work

that we have done has had a very limited impact beyond the participants themselves. The round-tables, in

particular, generated a ton of notes, and a few brief summaries in our Newsletter. But not much else – a fact that

I bemoaned at an Advisory Council meeting last year.

As a result of that meeting, John Godfrey – executive director for corporate communications at West LB in

London – volunteered to take the raw notes, familiarise himself with the issues, and write up what would be a

“CSFI position” on the pensions problem.

Of course, it didn’t go quite like that. Although we did provide him with a barrow-load of notes, reports etc, and

although (as promised) he has produced an extremely readable – and I believe important – report on a normally

abstruse subject, the conclusions that he has come to are his, not ours. That is no great surprise; anyone who

comes relatively fresh to the pensions debate is bound to see it in a way that is affected by his or her own

background – in this case, by a career in the capital markets, particularly in Continental Europe. That said, I think

that most people who participated in the many round-tables that the Centre has organised in the pensions area

would agree with almost all of the recommendations that John puts forward. I, for instance, would strongly support:

- simplification of the state system around a single, universal, residency-based “citizen’s pension”, set

at a level that would make other pension arrangements truly optional; and

- the depoliticisation of the pensions debate through an “MPC-type” body with the responsibility to

deliver a particular pensions outcome.

Surviving the “dogfood years”:
Solutions to the pensions crisis

By John Godfrey (with an appendix by Graham Cox)
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I am agnostic on the model of CADES as a means of accessing the capital markets – though the recent

announcement that the Treasury will sell 50-year paper is a step in that direction. Where I might be even more

radical than John is in the broader area of tax-advantaged savings in general. The evidence seems to me pretty

overwhelming that the whole panoply of tax breaks on offer is essentially self-defeating: it does not increase the

total amount of savings, and those who exploit the tax breaks most vigorously are those more affluent savers

about whom we don’t really have to worry. Better, in my view, to abolish all tax breaks on savings, and use the

money to pump into the basic state pension.

Although John is clearly attracted to that rather revolutionary idea, he backs off – more’s the pity (in my view).

Nevertheless, what he has produced is a powerful and comprehensive analysis of where the UK pension system

has gone wrong, and what might be required to fix it. At the least, this report ought to be mandatory reading for

all those involved in reshaping UK pensions policy – the Treasury, the DWP and the Pensions Commission itself.

Sometimes it takes an outsider (as John was before he took on this task) to sort the wheat from the chaff. We at

the CSFI are, therefore, all very grateful for all the time and effort he has put into this labour of love.

I am also grateful to Graham Cox, who has contributed a stimulating Appendix on the need to align the interests

of pension fund trustees more closely with those of corporate management. His proposal for what he calls

“deficiency shares” is ingenious and intriguing, and deserves a debate of its own.

Andrew Hilton

Director, CSFI

The views expressed in this paper are the personal opinions of the author.



SUMMARY PROPOSALS

- REPLACE CURRENT STATE PENSIONS WITH SINGLE RESIDENCY-BASED

PENSION OF AT LEAST £105PW, RISING OVER A TEN YEAR PERIOD.

- FUND THIS THROUGH A PERCENTAGE OF TAX TAKE, ENDING NI SYSTEM

AND NIC REBATES.

- ADMINISTER THROUGH AN MPC-TYPE NON-POLITICAL BODY ABLE TO

SMOOTH FUNDING BY RECOURSE TO CAPITAL MARKETS.

- PROVIDE APPROPRIATE CAPITAL MARKETS PRODUCTS FOR PENSION

SCHEMES AND ANNUITY PROVIDERS THROUGH THE NEW BODY.

- END COMPULSORY ANNUITISATION.

- ENCOURAGE MORE FLEXIBLE ANNUITIES AND SAVINGS.

- SEND THE PPF BACK TO DRAWING BOARD.

Appendix I: CSFI round-tables in the pensions area (1999 to 2005).

Appendix II: A proposal for aligning the interests of corporate managers and

pension fund trustess. (By Graham Cox)
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1. The Problem

It is a commonplace that extensive media coverage will, in the words of one insurance

company, turn a problem into a crisis.  Not with UK pensions, where the growing public

focus is a belated catch-up with a genuinely pressing issue.  As Adair Turner’s recent

report underlines, there is a very real “Pensions Crisis” in the UK.1 Back in 1997, the

UK could look smugly at the comparative sustainability of its public pension provision

versus other European countries, and at a high level of supplemental private pension

take-up sufficient to offset a comparatively low percentage – around 5% of GDP – of

state spending on pensions.  Today, declining yields and falling confidence in

occupational pensions combine with meanness in public pension provision to make our

system look very poor indeed by any comparison.

The “funding gap” for UK pensions is now a chasm that could only be filled (all other

things, such as retirement age, being equal) by a £57bn annual increase in state

expenditure, or alternatively by a doubling of pension funds’ capital stock to £2,600bn.

This at least is the conclusion of a welter of statistical analysis by the government’s

own Pensions Commission, published in October 2004.

This is a political, economic and social catastrophe in the making.  What has

happened to shake our complacency?  Why is there such a crisis in future pension

provision?

Most observes agree that there are four fundamental causes:

- demography;

- complexity (including a history of ill-advised government intervention);

- the  “2% environment” of low interest rates and inflation, combined with

flat markets in equities; and

- public confidence  (or lack of it) in, and appetite for, saving for

retirement.

A. Demography

We have an ageing population, yet we seem to have only just woken up to the

problem.  Perhaps even more important than longevity is the fact that we are living

consistently longer than actuaries have historically projected.

1 There are, of course, a few dissenters – of whom, not surprisingly, Lombard Street Research’s Prof. Tim Congdon

is one. Tim’s argument (which cannot be shrugged off) is that, although UK household savings may be too low, the

total national saving rate – including, notably, corporate savings –  is enough in the aggregate to provide a

retirement income approaching 60% of pre-retirement income. And, as he rightly says, the high level of bequests in

Britain suggests that not everyone is suffering. In his view, the pension issue is, therefore, as much about

distribution as it is about adequacy. AH.
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“There will be a million more pensioners alive at the start of the 2020s than they were

forecasting when Labour took office”, argued The Economist [September 18, 2004],

using figures familiar to the statisticians of the Pensions Commission.  The OECD’s

study “Ageing and Employment” argues that by 2050, the ratio of the UK population

aged 65 and older to the working-age population aged 20-64 will rise to more than

47% from its 2003 level of 27%.

Keynes might have concluded that in the long run we are not all dead, after all.  But

we are increasingly incapacitated or retired.  At age 50 (OECD figures), 89.7% of

men and 78.1% of women are participants in the labour market.  By age 64, or age

60 for women, participation rates have fallen to 37.8 and 49.7% respectively. The

average age of retirement is now said to be just 58 (even less than in most other EU

states).  The further kicker can be added that longer life includes longer periods of

maximum medical and financial dependency.  As well as an increased reliance on

state pensions and benefits, there will be greater calls too on health and social

services spending.

Combined with this, the falling birth rate (typical of all “post-industrial” countries)

ensures that we are moving from a “pyramidical” age structure to a “columnar” one

– and, as the Pensions Commission makes clear, no realistic assumptions about

immigration or later retirement are going, by themselves, to restore the pyramidical

shape.  The end of the traditional demographic pyramid means, also, a threat to the

ability of traditional state pay-as-you-go schemes to fund themselves without very

large increases in taxation.

Unfortunately, there is a real consensus that this ‘demographic time-bomb’ cannot be

defused simply by measures to encourage greater workforce participation by older

employees, worthwhile as these measures (e.g. unlocking some retirement benefits

while working part-time, recruitment and retraining measures, acting to counter

ageism in the workplace) might be in themselves.  Whether the issue can be

addressed by imposing a longer working life is a moot point.  But politicians may shy

away from “work till you drop” schemes: pensioners after all have votes.  (And they

use them.)  Nevertheless, the CBI’s Pension Strategy Group has recommended an

increase in the state pension age to 70, while the NAPF also suggests this could be

the quid pro quo for setting the state pension level at 22% of average income.

The Pensions Commission also regards later retirement as an inevitable part of any

solution, and most thought-through proposals for pension reform involve extending

the working life.  Indeed, the latest government wheeze is to offer a pension top-up

provided the claim on the state pension is deferred to a later age.  But many of the

jobs available will be frankly low-grade: one thinks of septuagenarian shelf-stackers

eking out their “dogfood years”.  Generally, extending the working life would in any

case bear hardest on those who depend solely on the state pension: the low-paid for

example, who tend not to have private provisions maturing earlier or other savings or

assets which can be liquidated while they can still be enjoyed. Raising the age of
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eligibility does not hit so hard at the kind of ‘fat cats’ who will read this report with

well-funded private schemes that kick in at a predetermined age regardless of the

state’s definition of pensionable age, and least hard of all on civil servants and public-

sector employees.   They, almost uniquely today, enjoy index-linked, defined benefit

pensions, often with early retirement provisions built-in – an element of structural

unfairness we will return to later.

B. Complexity – UK pension system
snapshot

The UK, according to the NAPF (National Association of Pension Funds), has the

most complex state pension system in the world.  Last year’s Treasury/Inland

Revenue Green Paper made the same point.  Even the OECD weighs in: “The

current two-tier state pension system and the array of means-tested benefits are

overly complex and may have adverse effects on incentives to work and save.”

The OECD understates the UK’s problem, not least because on top of the state’s

pension arrangements exists an even more complex overlay of occupational and

private pension arrangements.  The Consumers Association’s Mick McAteer,

complaining of “fragmentation and complexity” in the UK system, cites five or six

types of government pension and 13 types of personal and employment pension.

Even he may be erring on the conservative side.

Nobody designing provision for an ageing population would start from here.  Indeed

those who designed the basis of UK pension provision early in the last century did so

for an entirely different environment of long working lives relative to short

retirements.  The original creator of pension systems as we know them, Bismarck,

did so when life expectancy above pensionable age was only a couple of years, not

the twenty or more of today.  As with our elderly transport or physical infrastructure,

we pay the price for building a system relatively early and patching it haphazardly

ever since, to the point where it is creaking and about to give up all together.

Nevertheless, it is worth re-capping the basics of the existing system:

- The state pension: The state pension is the basic building block of the

UK system.  Available to those who have paid NI contributions (though it

is not hypothecated to them), the Basic State Pension accounts for 3.6%

of GDP and currently pays out about £80 per week for a single person.  At

16% of average earnings, this means “the UK is the only developed

country that provides a basic state pension which is below its own poverty

line”. [Oonagh McDonald, RIRC]. Moreover, the gap between the basic

pension and the poverty line will get larger as the country gets richer, given

that the basic pension has been linked to prices, not earnings, since 1980.
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The shortfall between this and any kind of human dignity is, in theory,

made up by means-tested benefit payments.  Designed with the aim of

alleviating pensioner poverty, this system has unfortunately grown out of

control.  Half of all pensioners today are eligible for means-tested benefits

– a figure the Institute for Fiscal Studies believes will rise to almost 70% in

twenty years time.  Ideological objections aside, means-testing is a severe

disincentive to saving during one’s working life – and highly inefficient, to

boot. The NAPF believes that, in terms of the cost of benefits provided,

means testing is 10 or 11 times more expensive than universality.

Moreover, these benefits are far from fully taken up  –  and, indeed, the

Minimum Income Guarantee (MIG) and Pensions Guarantee are surely

only viable if there is a relatively low level of take-up. Full take-up (if all

pensioners decided to submit to the indignity of the means test and claim

their right) would be prohibitively expensive.

On a headline basis, simply raising the basic state pension to £105 a week

(the most commonly talked-about figure), and paying it to all over 65,

would mean a supplemental payment by the government out of taxes of

some £9bn per year – equivalent to 3p on income tax. Of course it’s not

quite that straightforward, not least because pensioners also pay taxes: a

point we will return to later on.

- The second state pension: The second, earnings-related, pension

originated in 1959.  It has subsequently been through many changes since,

while the basic pension is politically difficult to change, the second pension

can be adjusted quite easily to fit prevailing political thinking.

SERPS (the State Earnings-Related Pension Scheme) dates from 1975,

with SERPS pensions originally replacing 25% of average covered

earnings (i.e. the average of the best 20 years’ earnings, subject to an

upper and a lower limit) based on twenty years of contributions.  Thus, an

average earner with twenty years of SERPS contributions could receive

over 40% of average earnings from the government pension – about half

from the basic pension, half from SERPS.  However, employees with a

better occupational pension could ‘contract out’ of SERPS (indeed were

encouraged to do so) and in return enjoy a rebate on National Insurance

Contributions (NICs).

This relatively generous level of provision was not to last.  In 1986, SERPS

was cut to 20% of covered earnings, and survivor benefits were halved.

The push to pension privatisation, with increased reliance on occupational

and personal pension schemes, was under way. Further reductions

followed in 1995 and complete abolition of SERPS (to be replaced by

mandatory private provision) was proposed in 1997 by the outgoing

Conservative government.
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Pensions having been a defining issue in the election campaign, SERPS was

almost immediately replaced by the incoming Labour government with the

Second State Pension (S2P).  S2P is a more redistributive system, giving a

flat rate to all workers earning below 45% of the average wage, but varying

accruals (and NIC rebates) above that level.

Collectively, retirement income from compulsory pension saving (i.e. the

two state systems) in the UK is 38% of average income for the average

earner with a full contribution record.  By way of comparison, the

equivalent figures in France, Germany and Italy stand at around 70%

[source: ABI, 2004].

- Occupational pensions:  British governments over many years have

attempted to move pension provision off the national balance sheet by

transferring provision to employers.

Currently, 5.2 million, or 60% of, pensioners are in receipt of some sort of

occupational pension, with an average income from that occupational

pension of £4,100 for single pensioners and £8,000 for pensioner couples

[source, Government Actuary, 2003].  As at 2000, membership of

occupational schemes stood at 5.7 million private sector employees,

significantly down from the 1967 peak of 8.1 million.

Private sector occupational pensions, moreover, are changing their

characteristics.  The main reason is that the “2% world”, combined with

increased longevity, has added very significantly to costs.  At March 2004,

the cumulative pension deficits of UK private sector companies (defined

as the gap between the value of the promises made by the scheme and the

resources invested to redeem them) stood at £100bn [source, CBI].

Companies are, at the same time, increasingly moving from “defined

benefit” to “defined contribution” (or money purchase) schemes, where

the input from the company is more certain, but the payout for the

pensioner is subject to the vagaries of investment performance.  In a

money purchase scheme, the putative pensioner can generally choose

what level of risk he or she wants to take: but even the most conservative

of investors now bears risk which was previously his employer’s

responsibility.  CBI/Mercer suggests that an astonishing  41% of

companies have transferred risk to their employees in this way in the last

two years.

In contrast, the public sector still offers final-salary (defined benefit)

schemes to its employees.  Early retirement (50 for firemen, 55 for police,

60 for mandarins) is available without penalty.  Government accounting

puts the deficit for these (mainly unfunded, “pay as you go”) schemes, with

over 4.5 million members, at £380bn.  Watson Wyatt, using private sector
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FRS17 accounting, places the number at nearer £580bn – pointing out that

when its pension liabilities are brought on to the national balance sheet,

government debt soars from 33% to 85% of GDP (cited in The Economist

September 18, 2004). The fairness of this situation is addressed separately;

in the meantime, suffice it to say that this is an enormous unfunded

pensions gap, in an area where serious attempts at reform would very likely

be met by industrial unrest (indeed, are already being met by industrial

unrest).

A feature of UK policy towards all occupational pensions is the complexity

of both the tax treatment of and the regulatory legislation behind such

schemes.  At one level, employees simply do not appear to understand the

tax advantages of saving via a company pension scheme: for example,

where a basic-rate taxpayer puts £78 into such a scheme, and this is

matched by the employer, tax treatment results in a combined contribution

of £200 – something that could be seen (or marketed) as an immediate

156% uplift for the employee.  Against this, however, the treatment of NI

rebates for those contracting out of the S2P has become decreasingly

generous – to the point where the CBI calculates that the total of £5.2bn in

rebates to employers now fails to cover the benefits provided to replace

state provision.  Government treatment of tax-related statistics in this area

has been, frankly, so poor at the basic level of calculation (recent totals

had to be corrected after an error of almost £3bn in the sums) that there is

surely an overpowering argument for simplification.  Again, on the

regulatory side, the cumulative impact of individual legislative measures

(each no doubt enacted for a good purpose) has been to impose

disproportionate cost burdens on providers of occupational pensions.

- ‘Stakeholder’ pensions: Stakeholder pensions are a wholly-laudable

government-backed initiative (launched in 2001) to provide simplified, low-

cost pensions, typically for lower-paid workers – though also in theory for

self-employed and non-working individuals and small businesses.

Stakeholder schemes must be money purchase (i.e. defined contribution),

and investment is capped at £3,600 p.a., including tax relief.  Management

charges cannot be higher than 1%, and transfer into the fund must be

available. Companies are (subject to some exemptions) obliged to provide

such pension facilities.

Evidence to date is that take-up of Stakeholder Pensions has been very

poor, despite the attempt at simplification.  As at March 2004, while 35%

of employers provided access to a stakeholder scheme, 75% of those firms

admitted the schemes did not have any active members.

This failure reflects a number of issues: the problems of financial (il)literacy

and public confidence are responsible at root, but one must also ask
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whether the stakeholder target group would not be better served by the

encouragement of more SME involvement, for example through promoting

Partnership Pensions or providing an SME tax credit.

- Personal pensions: “The current state system is now so complex that

many savers are deterred by not knowing whether they would be better off

in retirement if they saved”, argues the CBI.

Outside the occupational pension arena, personal pension statistics are a bit

opaque, but it would appear that total contributions currently account for

about 1.4% of GDP.  Provision made by the self-employed is a major

component, with free-standing AVCs (Additional Voluntary Contributions) a

smaller slice of the total.  The main issues here are, again, those of public

confidence – though the Pensions Commission also estimates that 75% of

all contributions to DC schemes are below the level required to supply an

adequate pension.  This is symptomatic of a wider problem for the UK

savings industry which is beyond the remit of this paper.

C. The “2% world”

In a bullish equity market, it is easy to be smug about future pension provision. This

was certainly the case in the 1980s and 90s, when UK equity investment returns were

running at around 13% per annum.  It is easy, too, in such an environment to levy

additional, seemingly painless, taxes on pension funds – as was the case with the

abolition of dividend tax credits in 1997.  This was a policy initiative by Gordon

Brown and Ed Balls which added £5bn per annum to the total cost of pension funds,

but the effects of which were only fully felt later as the equity bubble burst.  Indeed,

such efforts may have compounded the stock market’s fall: unusually, the FTSE de-

linked from the Dow Jones, significantly underperforming the US index.  Was this,

one must ask, because of the new tax penalty for investing in British stocks?  If so, it

was surely not what the Chancellor intended.

The fact that £30 billion has been removed from pension funds since 1997 has,

moreover, a significant knock-on effect.  In the past at least, pension fund valuations

have been based on the present value of future income, and the new tax liabilities (in

the view of John Chown of Chown Dewhurst) have, therefore, contributed some

£100 billion to the funding gap.  If so, one can only assume this was another major

unintended consequence of the Chancellor’s policy.

Even without tax hikes, a 2% world of low inflation, low interest rates and effectively

flat, post-bubble equity markets exposes the flaws that were hidden by the equity

boom.  The generally-acknowledged underfunding of occupational schemes discussed
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above is one consequence: CBI estimates suggest that the UK corporate sector will be

required to make additional average annual pension contributions of £6bn per annum

over the next three years.  The main reason for this is the historical bias towards

investment in equities; the prevailing wisdom since the 1950s has been that equities

yield better than bonds in the long term thanks to the risk premium.  This may be a

sound view of risk and reward, but it does make for fluctuations in pension fund

values when equity markets stall or fall dramatically, and the introduction of FRS17

“snapshot” accounting crystallises the issue in the shape of devastating deficits.

The other consequence is the closure of the majority of defined benefit schemes to

new members.

The main reason that the traditional private sector defined benefit scheme has largely

collapsed is because  many (perhaps most) such schemes are grossly underfunded.

Although there was always an obligation on the part of sponsoring companies to keep

pension promises funded, there was traditionally a lot of wiggle-room in terms of

actuarial assumptions about investment returns and longevity.  That was exploited by

many firms, which chose to take contribution “holidays” under the officially-

sanctioned assumption that historically-anomalous equity returns would continue sine

die.  The Pensions Commission now calls this period a “fool’s paradise”.  The result

was that, when the equity tide retreated and when more realistic (albeit, perhaps, still

unrealistic) age data was factored in, many companies found they were facing a

pensions “black hole” – that, in effect, they had promised workers far more in

retirement benefits than they could ever realistically deliver.

Whether the collapse of defined benefit schemes is a cause for regret (other than to

recipients) is highly debatable. They certainly have their flaws:

- they add unnecessary uncertainty to a company’s future financial position,

since the financial impact of the pensions promise is essentially unknowable;

- they are easily manipulable (and, indeed, are manipulated) as workers

approach retirement, to the detriment of those who play by the spirit of the

rules;

- they inhibit labour mobility;

- they make it difficult for older workers to “taper” their working hours or

income; and

- in a country going through deindustrialisation (which means shedding a lot

of labour), the obligation to provide pensions to generations of workers

from a far more labour-intensive era becomes the tail that wags the

company dog.

Unfortunately, the (probably inevitable) move from defined benefit to defined

contribution pension arrangements is going to leave a lot of blood on the floor  – and
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people’s expectations about what they can expect as income in retirement are going to

have to be adjusted sharply downward.

The main problem for both DC and remaining DB schemes is that, in our “2% world”

of low inflation and modest equity returns, the traditional fees associated with active

fund management will, over the course of a pension fund’s life, destroy one-third or

more of its value.  This is the driver behind “Sandler-style” investment products; it

will also probably result in a massive consolidation of the UK fund management and

mutual fund industry.  In a low inflation world, there simply isn’t the vigorish to

support the kinds of fees that fund managers have become used to.

What does that mean?  More investment in bonds, possibly – particularly longer-dated

government bonds, if they are available (and the government seems minded to make

them available).  New National Savings-type tax-free products, probably.  Whatever,

people in defined contribution schemes – and those who run them – will either have to

squeeze a lot more return out of their portfolios (which implies much higher risk) or

accept lower (albeit more certain) returns.  Or fund managers will have to cut their

fees sharply.  There have been some lucky shifts from equities to bonds in defined

benefit schemes (Boots plc being the most celebrated example, making the switch at

near the top of the equity market), but there is still a high level of exposure to equities

and only a seemingly slow appreciation by pension fund trustees that shares are no

kind of hedge against the long-term liabilities of a pension scheme.  Yet the market

remains remarkably short of the types of instrument (particularly long-dated

government bonds) that would enable trustees to manage pension funds with a higher

degree of predictability as to performance.

The “2% world” has broader implications for savings, too.  If fixed income and equity

returns remain at these levels, the consumer is arguably best-placed simply to put cash

on deposit or in the money markets.  There is greater flexibility in terms of withdrawal

than with any pension scheme and less to pay away in fees.  The downside for the

economy is twofold: increased pressure on non-bank financial services (we are seeing

this already reflected in their share prices) and less money usefully employed in

funding growth.

These issues go beyond pension provision. They relate more to the topic of restoring a

savings culture in the UK.  But pension reform has a part to play in that broader

debate:  creating a more transparent pension regime that is also better suited to the

modern life-cycle (for example, reflecting career breaks, marriage breakdown and the

need to draw down money for large items at times other than retirement) could help

offset the effects of the “2% world” for the savings industry.2

2 
The CSFI addressed this issue nine years ago in an important paper by Andrew Dobson (Welfare: A radical

rethink – the Personal Welfare Plan, CSFI paper No. 22, May 1996). In this paper, we proposed a single, tax-

incentivised savings vehicle that could be used for “life events” –  including, but not limited to, retirement income.
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D. Public confidence

The government itself (DWP Research Report 193, Pensions 2002) tells us that 62%

of those born in the 1950s and 73% of those born in the 1960s first took out a

pension before the age of 30.  In contrast, the Association of British Insurers’

Pensions and Savings Index shows that less than half of today’s under-30s are saving

in a pension.  Overall, the household savings rate now stands at less than 6%, and in

2002 46% of the population saved nothing at all.  Why the lack of planning among

the next or next-but-one generation of pensioners?  The answer seems pretty clear:

- Competing pressures on resources – from student loans to high-cost housing

– delay saving until it is too late.

- Means-tested top-ups to a low state pension are a disincentive to save:

effective marginal rates of tax on saved income can run up to 91%.

- Company schemes are now widely known to be underfunded – and are

also less attractive to new joiners as the switch from defined benefit to

defined contribution schemes proliferates.  Meanwhile, 65,000 people (to

date) have lost out as companies went into liquidation without being able to

honour pension obligations.

- Experience with endowment mortgages and well-reported mis-selling

issues (most notably Equitable Life) are deterrents.  An estimated (Center

for Retirement Research, Boston College) £11bn in compensation has

been paid so far for mis-selling. Structural issues as the savings industry

tries to face up to a “2% world” also mean that, while products proliferate,

performance is often dismally offputting.

- Many regard property as an alternative ‘pension fund’. There is a lot of

talk today about housing being an alternative to pensions – and the

Pensions Commission itself seems go to along with that.  The stock of UK

housing is now put at £2.3 trillion – almost twice the total of private

pensions.  But there are obvious problems.  After all, everyone needs

somewhere to live, and, if trading down really is going to produce a lump

sum that can significantly change one’s later life, a lot of elderly people

from Beaconsfield are going to have to move to Gateshead.  (And where

do the people in Gateshead go?)  Plus, a glut of larger houses on the

market, and increasing demand for smaller dwellings, will likely have a big

impact on relative prices.

Short of trading down, or moving, there is equity release – effectively,

borrowing more against the value of the house.  However, equity release for

older home-owners is not a well-developed market, and it is also one that has

had its own share of mis-selling scandals.
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- “Chronic ignorance” prevails. As the CA’s Mick McAteer frequently points

out, half the population of the UK doesn’t know what 50% means.

- Complexity is a huge issue: it is frequently easier to borrow £10,000 than it

is to save £10 per week (see below for tax considerations).

- Although there are many tax incentives on offer, academic work has

demonstrated fairly conclusively that such incentives do not increase total

savings – though they do move savings from one place to another as the

better-educated and more affluent chase the best deals.

2. Taxation of pensions

If complexity is (as we believe) a large part of the problem in the UK pensions area,

tax issues are behind much of the complexity. Taxation of pensions in the UK is

currently governed by eight separate tax regimes, each with its own rules imposing

limits on the amount individuals can contribute to their pension scheme as well as

limiting benefits at retirement age.

All schemes are subject to an earnings cap (£99,000 in the 2003-4 Tax Year), but

different contribution levels are allowed for different schemes.  For example,

occupational schemes (governed by the 1989 regime) allow tax relief contributions of

up to 15% of earnings up to the earnings cap and limit employer contributions to the

earnings cap.  Personal pension tax rules (the 1988 Regime) impose a financial limit

(again subject to a cap) on contributions which depends on age.  In addition, separate

rules apply to pre-1970 schemes, post-1970 schemes and retirement annuity contracts.

The tax rules also limit available benefits from schemes.  Thus, for example, an

occupational pension is limited to 2/3rds of final salary after 20 years service, and

limits are imposed (typically 1 1/2 times final salary after 40 years scheme

membership) on tax-free lump sum payments.

The government’s (laudable) plan is to replace these with a single universal regime in

April 2006.  The new scheme proposes two controls:  the Pension Lifetime

Allowance and the Pension Annual Allowance.  The former limits the total amount of

pension savings that can benefit from tax relief and is set at a slowly rising scale

starting from £1.6 million in 2007.  Above this cap, and with some exceptions, there

is a 25% charge, save where amounts are taken as lump sums, in which case a

lifetime allowance charge of 55% will be applied.  The second control will be the

Annual Allowance, set at £225,000 for 2007 and rising thereafter.
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This simplification is good so far as it goes, even if the numbers are unrelated to

amounts which are realistically required to fund pensions in a 2% world (see the civil

servant example elsewhere within this paper).  However, it is only part of the story:

tax relief exists on other savings instruments which can be used as pension alternatives

(ISAs, for example, and treatment of capital gains).  Moreover, one must ask whether,

in the “2% world” of low returns on pension funds, squeezing the last piece of tax

advantage is the important consideration for the consumer that it once was.  Also, as

noted, the evidence that taxation regimes actually influence saving behaviour, in the

sense of increasing savings overall, still remains to be found.

This paper therefore takes the view that, while tax simplification is good and

important per se, and needs to be pursued vigorously, it cannot be more than a part

of the answer. Indeed, it may be less important than the issue of NIC rebates, which

we discuss under occupational pensions, since this is where the lion’s share of tax is

foregone – and where the most obvious funding for an overall increase in the state

pension is to be found.

3. Problems for corporates –
the ‘Black Holes’

Discussion of UK pensions is, quite rightly, focused mainly on the outcomes for

current and future pensioners.  Policy options, nevertheless, have a significant

effect on corporate activity that cannot be ignored, and which certainly merits at

least a footnote here.

It is a common joke that British Airways is a hedge fund with an airline on the side.

Ditto Rolls-Royce, Invensys, BAe, BT, Marconi.  And outside the UK, ditto VW,

Daimler-Chrysler, Ford, GM, every American airline and every steel company in the

Western world.  Any Western industry that succumbed to union pressure for

improved benefits in the 1960s, 70s and 80s is now paying the price, as firms have

had to shed labour to compete with low-cost non-unionised competitors.

Even now, no one quite knows how big these “black holes” are.  The Economist has

suggested that, at VW, it is about 80% of the company’s market capitalisation, while

BA’s “black hole” is about 70%.  But no one seems certain – in part because there is

still a fair amount of actuarial wiggle-room, and in part because it is not absolutely

certain how strong the pensions “promise” really is.  However, it is pretty clear that

the “black holes” were enough to push Bethlehem Steel into bankruptcy – and

enough to force virtually the whole of the US airline industry into Chapter 11.
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We will certainly learn a lot more if/when FRS17/IAS 19 forces firms to put a number

on their pension liabilities.  But that will not put an end to speculation, since it will be

assumed that most firms will stretch the rules to minimize the liabilities they have to

report.  Meanwhile, the impact of swings in pension fund balances on corporate

financing activity is considerable.  We have already seen that pension fund deficits can

act as a deterrent to mergers and acquisitions activity: for instance, Permira’s bid for

WH Smith was aborted owing to the scale of Smith’s pension fund deficit. The state

of a company’s pension fund now ranks as a key determinant in takeovers.  Again,

FRS17 accounting – which crystallises deficits, (or indeed surpluses) – provides

further justification for short-term changes in credit ratings for corporates, and hence

changes in their cost of funds, and in reduced dividend payments.  At a macro-level,

the result is straightforwardly to have less money available for capital investment –

hence, less funding with which to drive economic growth.

A further complexity arises out of pension protection and the imminent creation of

the new Pension Protection Fund.

This insurance scheme for pensioners could easily become a victim of the law of

unintended consequences as the availability of PPF funds may tempt trustees to push

a troubled company into bankruptcy to make a claim, rather than rely on the

traditional (and informal) “Bradstock Agreement” compromise.  That is, if trustees

can be found: new regulation is eroding the concept of limited liability, and the new

Pensions Bill would enable shareholders and directors to be pursued directly and

personally to make good shortfalls in pension provision.  As with non-executive

directors, it is hard to see the upside for anyone in becoming trustee of a pension

fund.

Even assuming willing individuals will be available to serve as trustees, the PPF has

two major flaws:

- First, the officially estimated cost of the scheme (£350m a year) is almost

certainly several times too low: realistic estimates put costs at over £600m

to have any significant impact on the problem.  To implement the scheme

on an under-funded basis will simply create unrealistic expectations.

- Second, if the PPF is to be financed by a variable levy, based on the

perceived riskiness of a firm’s pension promises, the result could easily be

to push weaker companies over the edge.  However, if a flat levy is

imposed, there would be a strong possibility of moral hazard (or there

would if there were the chance of a reasonable payout).

In short, the PPF scheme has all the hallmarks of a political response that has not

been properly thought through.  It may well add substantially to the burden for

corporates, without solving the problem.
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4. The issue of annuities

An examination of the issues facing UK pensions would be incomplete without a

discussion of annuities.

The annuity market is the mechanism by which all pension fund ‘pots’ (as opposed to

other savings) are turned into income upon retirement.  As a result, annuities are of

enormous importance in the UK pension system.  All members of defined

contribution schemes and stakeholder pension schemes, as well as purchasers of

freestanding additional voluntary contributions, and personal pension plans, are under

a legal obligation to purchase an annuity by age 75.  They are, therefore, huge: the

best estimate of total funds in such schemes amounts to an astonishing £1 trillion (Law

Debenture Pension Trust Corporation plc).

And yet the market for bulk annuities (those aimed at pension funds) has dwindled in

recent years to the point where there are now only two providers: L&G and

Prudential, with an appetite for only £250m per year each.  Although the market for

individual annuities is more competitive, it too has thinned considerably in recent

years.  Why?

There are (Staple Inn Actuarial Society/Michael Orszag) four main problems with

annuities:

- perceptions – the belief among actual and potential annuitants that they offer

poor value for money, or that insurers act as a cartel which exploits

mandatory annuitisation to make excess profits;

- products – a lack of products that match consumer needs on portfolio

allocation or income flexibility;

- processes – inadequate distribution and marketing processes for individuals

about to purchase an annuity; and

- politics – the mandatory (and extremely unpopular) requirement for

individuals to purchase an annuity by age 75, and hence surrender their

capital on death.

In addition, one should note that annuities are very volatile instruments – values fell

50% between 2000 and 2002 after the collapse of the tech bubble.  This leads to

gross anomalies, depending on exactly when a purchaser had to buy his or her

annuity.  For providers, writing annuities also carries very great risk, as it involves

estimating future improvements in mortality over long periods of time.  Moreover,

there is an absence of capital market products to lay off inflation, deflation, duration
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and longevity risks.  So, however great the potential profits from the annuity business,

suppliers must place a cap on risk.  They do this by reducing supply to pitifully low

levels – which pushes prices up and exacerbates the issue further for the purchaser.

Lord Penrose’s enquiry highlighted the risk of annuities as one of the issues behind the

effective insolvency of Equitable Life in 2001 (the other causes being, essentially,

management incompetence).  One issue there was that the Equitable failed to provide

or make reserves for the cost of annuity guarantees: the crisis was precipitated once

the Hyman case in 2000 disallowed the practice of meeting these by reducing terminal

bonuses.  Equitable was a spectacular case; but in effect all pension schemes promise

to pay a kind of annuity, and one estimate (by Neil Record) suggests there is a “black

hole” of £290bn, consisting of the market value of annuity guarantees promised but

not provided for.  Far greater reserves are required unless appropriate capital market

products become available.

5. Fairness

The issue of fairness is crucial to a credible pension structure.  Unfortunately,

unfairness is perceived at a number of levels.  One big issue is between members of

defined benefit as against  defined contribution schemes (especially where senior

management has changed company arrangements for employees from defined

benefit to defined contribution, but kept itself in a well-funded “executive” scheme).

It is particularly noticeable, though, if one looks at the public versus the private

sector.

Assuming a more competitive market for annuities, just how much would it cost to

buy an annuity that would provide the same level of benefits enjoyed by, say, a

moderately succesful civil servant or a senior policeman?  The answer would horrify

most people.

Assume that a public sector employee retires at 61 (about average) on a gross salary

of £85,000 (not outrageous these days), having spent his or her entire career in

harness.  Assume the pension is indexed, and that there are survivor benefits (but

don’t factor in the stunning generosity of some government departments in giving

retirees a two-year salary lump sum to help them adjust).  Two-thirds of £85,000 is

£57,000.  To buy that kind of benefit, the man in the street would today have to shell

out at least £1.7-1.8 million (forget Gordon Brown’s £1.6 million cap) – and perhaps

more if inflation continues to fall.  How can people be encouraged  to go into the

SME sector (which is where everyone assumes job growth is going to come from) if

they have to stash away that kind of money just to enjoy the kind of retirement that a

moderately successful civil servant can take for granted?
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6. Solutions

Much though one would like to find it, there is no “magic bullet” – no single

proposition that would, at a stroke, solve our pensions crisis.  But there are half a

dozen or so measures that, implemented together, would radically transform our

collective future.

A. The state pension must be simpler –
and more generous

Almost all commentators – from the NAPF and the CBI to the Consumers

Association - are united in the belief that the current state system is far too complex.

The simpler the solution, the better.  The right starting-point is the replacement of

the existing state pension, second state pension and pensions credit by a single

universal pension not subject to means testing.  This would come into effect

following a transition period during which issues such as the phasing out of

contracting-out rebates would be addressed.

An enhanced state pension (commonly known as a “citizen’s pension”) would itself

simplify the system by lifting many pensioners out of the means-testing trap,

improving the efficiency of delivery of payments to pensioners.  Setting a more

generous, but appropriate, level for the simplified state pension is no easy task, but

achieving a level of 25-30% of average earnings would be a major step forward.

The strongly free-market Adam Smith Institute goes further, advocating a “dramatic”

increase to around 40% of national average earnings by 2025, compared with the

current 15% (or a little more, if means-tested benefits are taken up).  Realistically,

whatever the ultimate goal, government needs to lay down a pre-planned series of

increases coming into effect via a ratchet over a period of, say, ten years.  This long-

term approach would provide a framework for planning for savers and financial

services providers alike which would replace the current unsatisfactory situation of

living from budget to budget.

B. Pensions are too important for
politicians

The greatest economic successes of the current UK government – stable inflation and

interest rate management - have been achieved in the one area where it stood back

and granted powers to an explicitly non-political body, the Bank of England.  Gordon

Brown’s Chancellorship will be remembered not for his microeconomic changes, but
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for withdrawing and letting those who know, do, free from political interference, in the

area of interest rates and inflation management.

The arguments for standing back from pensions policy are remarkably similar to

those for granting central bank independence in the field of monetary policy:

- Like interest rate cycles, pension decisions do not play out over the four to

five year life of a government.  Here, the mismatch is even grosser: it is a

question of a four year political cycle versus the forty year lifetime of a

pension plan.

- Previous political initiatives around pensions have, generally, not met with

success.  The creation of SERPS, the retreat from SERPS, its

replacement with S2P, the removal of dividend tax credits from

occupational pensions, the creation of an unpopular Stakeholder pension,

varying pressures for privatisation and the frequent adjustments to tax

regimes around NICs and pension savings (including caps), as well as

changes to benefits – most notably means-testing - have all resulted in an

unnecessarily high level of complexity and confusion for savers and

pensioners alike.  Simplification must be achieved; but political influences

make this almost impossible, both on the side of actual pension provision

and equally on the side of associated tax treatment.

- We need to restore trust.  One reason for the widening savings gap is lack

of trust in financial institutions in the wake of mis-selling scandals.  Equally,

can tomorrow’s pensioners even trust governments to look after them in

their old age?  This is the argument against compulsion: savers will not settle

for being forced to save by politicians, if there can be no guarantee of a

decent return in a “2% world”, and in the knowledge that government has

vast unfunded occupational liabilities of its own to meet.  The problem of

trust is, of course, compounded by the lavishness of public-sector pension

provision, and by the non-hypothecation of NICs – which means that

increased NICs are seen (correctly) as a general-purpose ‘stealth tax’, rather

than as cover for pension provision.

- We need a longer-term view.  The private sector pensions industry, from

occupational fund trustees to financial services providers, needs to have a

coherent, stable, long-term framework.  While this is acknowledged by the

Treasury Select Committee, the political definition of such a framework

has more to do with balancing vested interests than providing an

environment in which the industry can plan and succeed.  An independent

body could provide such a framework.

- Finally, politicians should wake up to the fact that there are no votes to be

won in the field of pensions – only votes lost.
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Politicians will inevitably argue against depoliticisation of the pension system: it does

them out of a job.  Yet the strongest argument for depoliticising the system is the

chaos that arises out of the political desire to make adjustments, or perhaps just to

have something to announce.  As David Willetts MP (who himself believes

depoliticisation is impractical and undesirable) says:

“...In every one of [Gordon Brown’s] last seven budgets, he has tinkered

with the system, adding new layers of complexity.  Sometimes, he does

not even pretend they are part of a long-term plan; he just announces

special payments to pensioners that are only to be made for one

year....we have ended up with special payments for people triggered

when they reach the ages of 60, 65, 70, 75, and 80.  Each has special

conditions which are mutually inconsistent: some are for households,

other for individuals; some have contribution conditions, others do not.”

[IPPR, December 2004]

Given the history of pensions as outlined above, one is tempted to conclude on the

basis of prior performance that a government of any complexion would behave in a

similarly inconsistent manner.

If we accept that politicians have, in practice, made a mess of running pensions,

there is nevertheless the argument from principle that political control of pensions is

essential to running the economy in a democratic way.  In other words, that an

elected government needs the tool of pension reform to be more (or less)

redistributive or to influence future flows and receipts of money.  Actually this

argument holds very little water.

This is because, even if pensions are taken out of the equation, governments can still

redistribute (or de-distribute) through the tax and benefit system or in a myriad of

other ways, most of them more immediately effective than playing with the pension

system.  De-politicisation as proposed in this paper would not, for example, prevent

any future government from raising income tax from any defined group and spending

it on benefits for any other group – as a top-up to a state pension, if that was

politically desirable.

But would de-politicising pensions mean a government had unacceptably bound the

hands of its successors?  Surely not: does not the national debt incurred by one

government fall due to be paid off by its successors?  And is not every government

pension scheme, entered into however long ago, regarded as binding (at least by its

beneficiaries)?  Government decisions are overturned by subsequent governments

very frequently – a future government could easily wrest control of interest rates

back from the MPC, and this is no different.  It is merely a move to inject some long

term planning at arm’s length from the government of the day.
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We would therefore propose the creation of  a new, non-political, body of similar legal

status to the Bank of England’s MPC, with a defined remit to de-politicise pensions, to

assume long-term responsibility for administering the state pension system and to

deliver a set pension (probably defined as a percentage of average income) to

pensioners.  This could evolve out of the existing Pensions Commission.  The

politician who surrendered control of pensions would, we believe, achieve

extraordinary approval ratings.

C. Paying for the new state pension

Whether eligibility for a new, single, enhanced state (or citizens’) pension should be

based on residency or on a contribution history is an interesting debate, as is the

question whether it should be funded via NICs, or general taxation, or by removing

tax benefits from elsewhere in the system.

A contributory system might be said to have some moral sense to it.  However, the

distinction between general taxation and NICs (as between pensions and top-up

benefits) has now become so blurred that the concept of “paying your stamp” and

getting a pension entitlement is almost meaningless.  As voters, the promise of no rise

in income tax almost certainly means a concomitant raid through the NIC system.

In the interests of simplicity, the residency model has many advantages compared

with the contributions model – not least that it takes account of the increasingly

fragmented, flexible nature of modern working life with its varied career breaks.

The system can indeed be made more flexible in this respect, enabling parents and

carers to build entitlement to a state pension – thus ending a structural bias against

women left over from the days when “men earned their pensions by work and

women by marriage” (Willetts).   Residency (and de-linking the state pension from

NICs) also has the advantage of bringing lower-paid earners into the ambit of the

state pension.  At present, those below the NIC threshold have no right to a state

pension – merely the prospect of an old age on benefits.

A “citizens pension” cannot be a free-for-all, though.  In the interests of taxpayer

equity, and to avoid “pension tourism”, there has to be a residency requirement. This

paper favours a residency-based scheme with a taper down to ten years as a UK

taxpayer, but with provision built in for career breaks while resident in the country.

As to funding, the main consideration for the scheme proposed here is less whether

or not the scheme is ‘funded’ (current state pensions are pay-as-you-go,

occupational pensions are notionally funded); more that the proposed body has an

identifiable, earmarked cashflow.  This could come either from NICs paid in the

current way and hypothecated direct to the new body, from a flat-rate pension tax in

place of NICs but incorporating current capping provisions, or by providing a defined
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percentage of the total tax take as an earmarked payment to the new body.  On the

basis of a residency-based citizens pension scheme, NICs would cease to exist and a

percentage of tax formula is the obvious and simple alternative.

It is worth noting that the total cost of tax breaks on savings in the UK is generally

described as somewhere between £11 billion and £15 billion a year (statistics are

unreliable) – which, by coincidence, is just about what it would cost to increase the

basic state pension to a level which would permit a retiree to live, not well, but with

dignity.  The government claims (rightly?) that contracted-out rebates (i.e. reductions

to employers’ NICs where a funded company pension replaces eligibility for the

second state pension) total £11bn.  These rebates, as discussed above, are complex

to administer and do not reflect economic reality.  In line with abolishing the second

state pension in favour of a proper primary state pension, this system would vanish

and this money would provide a significant component of the cashflow for the new

body.  It is quite possible that industry would welcome the greater simplicity that

would result.

An even more radical solution would be to create a ‘dowry’ for the new pensions

body by abolishing all tax incentives on all forms of savings in the UK (and to slash

the budgets of the DWP and Treasury to reflect the lower cost of administering a

hideously complex system), using the savings to boost the basic state pension to a

level consistent with other European countries.   For this to work, one would need to

be convinced first by the statistics available on tax foregone through savings, then by

the academic work which suggests that tax incentives do not actually increase

overall savings levels. This is intellectually appealing, but there may be a catch.

Even if one believes that tax incentives do not positively encourage saving, it is an

interesting question whether removing benefits (by its nature a public event) would

not be a serious disincentive.  One would have to be politically ready to deal with a

backlash from those tax-benefited savers who suddenly found the rules of the game

had been changed.  Since those who make use of tax breaks tend to be the more

affluent and better educated (rather than the poor, at whom they are targeted), the

problems this might pose should not be underestimated and would potentially

undermine positive work in other directions.  It might seem better, therefore, to

implement the simplifications currently being proposed to tax treatments for

individuals who save in a pension plan.   Nevertheless, it is not impossible.  Older

readers will remember that MIRAS (Mortgage Interest Relief at Source) was once

argued to be a mainstay of a home-owning democracy; but it has since withered on

the vine.

The issue with tax treatment is essentially political – how redistributive would we want

a new scheme to be?  This is of course something that could be addressed by the

government of the day in accordance with the mandate on which it was elected –

provided it paid the contracted amount to the new body, and provided that body in its

turn delivered the state pension in accordance with its mandate.  There is little
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difference here with the Bank of England’s requirement to deliver target inflation,

while the government controls levels of taxation.

However, one macro-aspect which should be specifically taken into account in

planning levels of state pensions is the impact of pensioners’ tax contributions.   At

present, the debate on pensions is conducted almost exclusively on the assumption

that pensions are a net drain on the Exchequer.  This is an oversimplification.  Those

who save tax during their working lives by investing in a pension will pay tax on

income and expenditure in retirement.  It is tax deferred, not necessarily saved.   More

work needs to be done in this area, but the net drain is substantially less than we tend

to assume because almost all a pensioner’s income is spent (overwhelmingly in the

UK, and largely on goods and services produced in the UK) – and that spending

contains a sizeable element of tax.  This would be a fit subject for the Pensions

Commission to investigate.

D. Smoothing the funding gap

One of the main benefits of the system as outlined would be the ability of the new

pensions body to smooth funding gaps by recourse to capital markets, looking at very

long-term outcomes which will only become manifest as the ‘baby-boom’ generation

dies off and the demographic pressures ease.  This can be done away from the

National Debt Office, and off the country’s balance sheet.  This is the second remit

of the proposed new body.  It is best illustrated by reference to the French Agency,

CADES.

CADES (Caisse d’Amortissement de la Dette Sociale) is an agency that was set up by

the French government in 1996 to assume all debts accumulated by the French Social

Security system between 1993 and 1995, and to fund those liabilities in the market

pending longer term repayment through the CRDS Welfare Debt Repayment Tax. CADES

was set up to be off-balance sheet for the French government (hence its debt, incidentally,

did not count in calculating compliance with Maastricht criteria for government deficits).

Nevertheless, in the market it still carries an implicit guarantee of the French state, and

its credit is rated ‘AAA’, enabling money to be raised on very tight terms.  Originally

designed as a short-term solution, CADES now exists on a permanent footing and it is

likely to take on up to • 50bn in additional debt from the French Social Security

system.  It currently has a • 39bn borrowing requirement to be filled before September

2005, a target it can reach easily.

There has been in UK government circles a prevailing orthodoxy against off-balance

sheet funding which nevertheless carries some kind of implicit state guarantee.   A

Treasury purist would argue against any structure which replicated features of

CADES or of US Agencies such as FannieMae or FreddieMac, or against any

structure supported by letters of comfort as opposed to a full guarantee.  Funding has
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to be either via the National Debt Office or completely unsupported by the state, runs

the argument.  We would never have a CADES here.

This type of objection ignores the fact that these structures enable expenditure to be

raised expediently from the market, and it ignores practice in other EU countries.

Interestingly, it also ignores the precedent of Network Rail, the company created by

the government to fund rail infrastructure in the market and off-balance sheet, though

with the backing of the government instead of shareholders.

CADES – or Network Rail to take an example closer to home - is the model for taking

a state pension deficit, and funding in the market to make good shortfalls between

NIC (or NIC-equivalent tax) income and payments. It is sufficiently independent of

government to be free of political interference and able to take a long-term view, and

sufficiently credible to fund cheaply and in large size (without impacting government

borrowing).

The creation of a CADES-style body in the UK has further important ramifications

for the private and occupational pension sectors, and for the annuities markets, as

will be discussed below.

E. Creating investment products for
occupational and private fund trustees

Evidence suggests that occupational pension fund trustees are increasingly shifting

portfolio weightings from equities to bonds.  Mercers, for example, estimates that

£150bn (10-20% of the total) has already been switched. This is frequently for good

corporate financing reasons (e.g. the Boots case).  The shift recognises that equity

volatility (particularly as shown up by FRS17 accounting) causes problems for

pension funds and corporates (as discussed above), that administrative costs and

fees will be reduced with a bond bias, and most importantly that equities are no

hedge against mortality or longevity risks.  As John Ralfe, formerly of Boots, has

said: “matching pension assets and liabilities with bonds is standard textbook stuff.”

However, trustees also recognise that there is a shortage of appropriate fixed income

paper in the market in which to invest, a fact also publicly acknowledged in 2004 by

the Governor of the Bank of England.  Recent work by the Law Debenture Trust

(“The redesign of Government debt”, Richard Thomas) highlights the lack of

supply of sufficiently long-dated indexed gilts, and argues for long-term government

issues of strippable, index-linked paper with a floor to offset any risk of deflation.

However, Law Debenture also acknowledges that this may be at odds with the

broader obligations of the government’s DMO (Debt Management Office), which is

simply to minimise the cost of funding the government deficit.  That said, this is no
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objection to the role of the proposed new pension body, which, as has been described

above, is off–balance sheet for government purposes (as is, for example, Network Rail).

It has been suggested that the obvious solution to a lack of gilts would be for funds to

invest in AA-rated corporate bonds.   This, however, doesn’t work because

maturities of the length required would put companies’ debt covenants at risk.  Law

Debenture argues that in this classic, producer-led capital market, pension fund

trustees “are vainly trying to blend unsuitable securities into the right mix”; there is

an unarguable need for debt issues of AAA quality and long maturities.

This brings one back again to the prospect of a CADES-type vehicle in the UK.

CADES has historically issued between a quarter and a third of its paper as inflation-

linked long-term bonds, though it has also been active in the short-dated market.  The

body proposed in this paper would have a longer lifespan than that initially assigned

to CADES, and would correspondingly look to fund in even longer-dated markets.  A

further explicit remit of the new body  would be to issue instruments suitable for the

occupational and private pension fund market – for which there is a growing need.

These could include (for example) quasi-gilts with longer maturities (including

irredeemables or “evergreen” bonds), gilts which reflect inflation risk (in other words

indexed, or indexed with a cap), bonds indexed to changes in longevity, or survivor

(“longevity”) bonds.

That there is demand for these types of instrument is pretty clear.  A recent paper by

the Finance Development Centre and European Bond Commission estimates initial

demand of £7-9 billion for ultra-long (50 year) gilts of the type that Gordon Brown’s

latest Budget proposed, an additional £1bn for annuity-style bonds and an ongoing

demand of £2-2.5bn per year, rising to £4-5 billion over time.  The recent French

issue of  50 year OATs produced lead orders of Eu19billion from 22 countries,

suggesting that the Finance Development Centre may have underestimated the

appetite for this end of the maturity curve.

At the time of writing, the first commercially-issued “longevity bonds” are already in

the UK market.  Sized at £540m, the 25-year bond issue pays interest by reference to

the actual longevity risk of a statistical group of 65 year-old men.  This would hedge

bondholders (for example pension funds buying the bonds) against the longevity risk

of their own scheme members in that age group (though not of course that of

younger members).  The issuer (with a ‘AAA’ credit rating) is the European

Investment Bank.  The lead manager is laying-off the risk in the reinsurance market.

The EIB bond is a brave start for a new asset class, but there are several concerns or

constraints.  In particular, laying-off risk through reinsurance imposes size limitations,

as does the need to find a AAA-rated borrower whose funding profile fits the

instrument each time there is investor demand.  The use of an off-balance sheet (but

quasi-governmental) body as proposed here addresses both issues.  Given the state’s
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deficit and the need to raise money in the market for a general increase in the state

pension there would be an easily large-enough issuer requirement.  Moreover, given

that the issuer would be already the pensions supplier of last resort, it would be issuing

against risk it already has – hence obviating the need to lay off risk in the insurance

industry, where appetite is constrained.

An additional major benefit would accrue to the annuity market, as the availability of

capital market products (working like reinsurance products) for laying off longevity

risk would help reduce the risk for writers of annuities and reduce annuity providers’

capital requirements – and, hence, lower annuity costs.  The more annuity providers

this tempted into the market, the better.

There is a supplementary point to be made here.  A predictable Treasury objection to

this approach is that putting longevity risk back to the government creates a conflict

of interest.  Baldly put, there might be a temptation to adjust longevity statistics by

cutting back on medical research, reducing duty on cigarettes (or running a pro-

smoking campaign!), perhaps even starting a small war.  These arguments are of

course ridiculous (after all the government already faces huge pension liabilities), but

one should expect them to be made by a DMO determined not to cede capacity to

issue to another quasi-governmental issuing body.

They would in any case be overshadowed by the creation of, effectively, a new asset

class in the capital markets which would bring efficiencies that would ultimately feed

through to pensioners.  In time, the ingenuity of the market would certainly enable

longevity risk to become a tradeable commodity.  Those exposed to it could adjust

risk profiles and hedge them.  One hesitates to advocate financial engineering as a

solution to structural problems.  But it has a role (as it does in mortgage markets) in

making things run more smoothly

F. Occupational pensions

Reform of occupational pensions becomes less pressing once an adequate state

pension is in place. First of all, an increased state pension, underpinning the system

as a whole, reduces dependence on occupational schemes: issues of underfunding

become less important as a part of the big picture.  Secondly, the transfer of risk by

companies to individuals through replacement of defined benefit with defined

contribution schemes becomes less contentious. Thirdly, if individuals see their

private pension arrangements as providing pure optionality on top of a decent state

scheme, they will be more willing to have that money used as risk capital.

For corporations, and more specifically their pension funds, the most significant

reform would lie in the creation of new fixed-income instruments in which to invest,

issued by the proposed new pensions body as described above.
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Although providing a palette of quasi-governmental long-dated fixed income securities

for occupational pension trustees and private pension fund managers to invest in

would be beneficial, we should not forget the important role that pension fund

moneys, properly directed, could make in fuelling economic growth.  A vibrant

economy requires risk capital, invested in traded equities, in private non-listed equity

and in venture capital.   One result of a more generous state pension would be to

enable easier marketing of defined contribution pension schemes which can be

invested in higher risk areas for those investors who appreciate the risks involved.

If, therefore, we can obtain an increase in the state pension to a level where it

provides a credible underpinning for retirement, this paper then proposes greater

flexibility for the, by then, truly supplemental private and occupational pension

industry – including the facilitation of more differentiated schemes to invest in higher

or lower risk products (venture capital, or property at one end, capital protected

products at the other) in line with the risk appetite or capacity of the end user.

There would be an additional potential benefit of having a decent state pension

underpinning truly optional private pension schemes, particularly if the issues of tax

and pensions were substantially de-linked by taking NIC rebates out of the equation.

Doing this would create an opportunity for financial services companies to design

products for savings that are less exclusively focused on retirement – which take into

account, for example, drawdowns for events like house purchase or educational costs.

The availability of such products would help restore confidence in savings (and in the

relevance of saving) and would enable financial service providers to escape the

constraints of trying to sell thirty and forty-year retirement plans against a backdrop of

a “2% world”.

Turning to the immediate problem of occupational fund deficits, several things become

clear.  First, new accounting rules will make it clear to management of companies that

they have a “someday need” to repair deficits.  Problems can no longer be obfuscated

by smoothing.  However, one must question the extent of management motivation to

do this: firms no longer need generous occupational schemes to attract new high

quality employees, and only have current retiring workers (who actually have very

limited rights) to consider.  Again, management may have its own, more generous,

arrangements.  One suspects some will simply hope that a rising tide in the markets

will re-float their companies’ pension funds.

One approach to securing greater urgency would be to strengthen the rights of pension

beneficiaries relative to shareholders in the business – for example, ranking their rights

pari passu with shareholders or giving them the same ranking as providers of short

term debt.  This, however, needs to be done in such a way as to avoid damaging the

underlying business.
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One method of doing so that has considerable potential is to issue company shares to

the pension fund to cover the deficit, thereby aligning the interests of companies with

their pension funds and providing them with assets to plug the gap (or simply to

borrow to pay it off, if share issues are too disruptive or if the company is not highly

leveraged). Thinking around “deficit share” schemes remains at an early stage, and

more analysis is required on the potential impact such a change could have for

companies (for example, to what extent would it hamper raising money in the

markets), for employees (who would be exposed to the company’s performance both

through their jobs and their pensions) and for markets and the economy as a whole.

Nevertheless, as a potential solution to the specific problems of deficits, it is well

worth exploring further.3

G. Pension Protection Fund

There is a clear consensus that the PPF as currently being implemented is both too

small and not sufficiently thought-through: it is widely believed that it will not work to

the satisfaction either of pensioners whose savings have been lost through insolvency

or pension fund trustees themselves.  This scheme needs to go back to the drawing-

board, and (notwithstanding its own shortcomings) we believe that consideration

should be given to its replacement with a flat-rate premium model along US lines

(where each pension-holder pays a flat US$19 pa for cover).

Even that system is not ideal:  it is still vulnerable to even a small number of very

large bankruptcies, and it does not discourage moral hazard among trustees.  But it

has the considerable merit of simplicity.

Prudential regulation of occupational funds is more appropriately a matter for the

FSA than for an insurance-based premium-setting system.  The FSA should exercise

judgment and restraint, avoiding both over-application of Minimum Funding

Requirement-type rules and its converse, the creation of a climate where it is easy to

remove pension fund surpluses and/or take contribution holidays.  While pension fund

surpluses generated plentiful corporate finance activity in the era of Hanson and

(more notoriously) Maxwell, this has to be inappropriate in a “2% world”.

H. The annuities market

The UK is relatively unusual in operating a regulatory framework for defined

contribution pensions that imposes an obligation to purchase an annuity at/or before

the age of 75.  This is in part a function of the low state pension: where state

3 This proposal is associated with Graham Cox. His proposal (which we hope will be the subject of a CSFI round-

table) is included as Appendix II; comments on this are welcome.
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pensions are higher and occupational or private schemes more in the nature of a

genuine ‘top-up’, the case for transferring pension assets into retirement income (as

opposed to drawing down lump sums) is less compelling .  As it is, the effect of the

UK system is to transfer post-retirement longevity risk to the annuity provider.  This

can only be done at a cost which is offputting to the consumer.

A higher basic state pension would reduce or eliminate the requirement for

compulsory annuitisation over time – a positive outcome given the bottleneck in

supply of annuities and the perceived low value. A further benefit to pensioners – and

to the next generation of pensioners – of an end to compulsory annuitisation would be

that there would be less forfeit of capital (capital lost as a result of dying ‘early’ in

actuarial terms).  This could then be passed on to the next generation via inheritance.

There is an argument that a complete end to compulsory annuitisation carries risks:

should pensioners in the absence of compulsion be able to “blow the lot on a cruise”,

and subsequently rely on means-tested or other benefits to top up the state pension?

This argument only works where the state pension is too low to live on.  With a

decent basic pension, there should be no constraint (other than the self-imposed) on

wasting your own additional savings.  De-linking pension savings and tax – as

suggested here - reinforces the idea that pensioners should be free to spend their

savings as they please.  There is no question under the proposed scheme of gaining

tax advantages while saving for a holiday.

However, it must be recognised that this will only come about after a transitional

phase.  One answer for the interim period might be (perhaps rather insultingly) to

impose some kind of compos mentis test to determine whether, for any individual,

compulsory annuitisation at 75 (or 80, or 85) was appropriate.  More acceptably,

government could impose a requirement to buy sufficient annuity cover to reach a

defined Minimum Retirement Income (MRI) level set above the threshold for benefit

eligibility, and (importantly) index-linked.  This is not new thinking: the Retirement

Income Working Party, chaired by Oonagh McDonald, has made exactly this

proposal (albeit as a more permanent solution), while similar views have been

expressed by the Social Market Foundation.

Imposing an MRI scheme, even temporarily, would have the effect of creating

greater demand for index-linked annuities; but this brings us back to the lack of bond

market product to support that demand.  Here, the remit of our CADES-style

pension body to issue long-dated paper into the market to smooth the funding gap

comes into its own, correcting the existing lack of supply.  More radically, if the

provision of new capital market products still does not remove the problems of price

and availability in the annuity market discussed above, the CADES-style body could

itself become a seller of annuities.  Governments have sold annuities in the past, after

all.  (This is a “counter-intuitive” proposal advanced by the avowedly free-market

economist John Chown.)
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A further reform of the annuity market aimed at getting over the perceived cost and

poor value for the purchaser is to give the potential annuitant greater flexibility.  This

is achievable by commuting an individual’s pension fund assets into an ‘annuity fund’

on retirement.  The annuity fund still threatens forfeiture of capital on ‘early death’,

but equally makes explicit (in the form of ‘survivor credits’) what is in any event the

case by using such capital to the benefit of longer-lived annuity holders.  An additional

feature of the annuity fund is that it would permit (up to a point) drawdowns and

flexibility (up to a certain age) in the investment of the funds.  By the time long-lived

pensioners lock into conventional guaranteed annuities, there will be a smaller volume

of such contracts, hence less difficulty for writers of the annuities to find hedging

mechanisms.  This proposal, originally from the Staple Inn Actuarial Society, deserves

a more in-depth analysis.

7. Conclusions

As the Pensions Commission’s interim report admits (p.210), “the UK has the most

complex pension system in the world”.  That complexity is part (a large part, in our

view) of the problem.  It is one of the reasons we in the UK have not focussed on

the pensions issue adequately before now.  It is also, in itself, a major disincentive to

finding a solution.  Effectively, no one understands what is going on because

(virtually) no one is trying to take a comprehensive view.  Even the Pensions

Commission’s official remit excluded public pensions, and many pensions “experts”

are actually experts in only one or two areas (annuities, the equity/bond issue etc.).

The flipside of its very thorough approach (no statistic is left unturned) is that the

Pensions Commission’s work proceeds at a leisurely pace, with no report on policy

due until well after the next election.  Meanwhile, we continue with a system that is

grotesquely mean for those at the bottom of the heap, which is unfair in that it

disproportionately favours the public sector over private sector employees, which

creates serious distortions for corporates, and which threatens to collapse

completely because of the reluctance of younger people to save at all for retirement.

Depoliticisation and simplification must be the watchwords if continuous ‘mend and

make do’ is to be avoided.

It is time to replace the Department of Work and Pensions with a non-political body

which can access capital markets in order to deliver a fair pension for all.
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Appendix I

CSFI activities in the pensions area

A. Round-table discussions

June 8, 1999 What chance a European market in pensions? With Robin Ellison

(Eversheds),  Ann Robinson (NAPF) and John Hayes (OPRA).

February 2, 2000 Equity release mortgages: Another look? With Peter Williams (CML),

Desmond LeGrys (CCC), Ruth Hancock and Alan Baker (University of

Leicester), and Michael Fuller.

January 25, 2001 “The future of equity release mechanisms” With Desmond Le Grys.

March 29, 2001 The role of annuities in the provision of retirement income. With Peter Lilley

MP, Oonagh McDonald, Mike Wadsworth (Watson Wyatt), and Laurie

Edmans (Aegon)

January 30, 2002 How pensions reform in Europe will drive the long-term savings industry.

With Chris Gentle & Andrew Power (Deloitte Consulting).

March 12, 2002 The European pensions nightmare. With Frank Field MP, Mark Hayes-

Newington (The Research Company) and Richard Surface (Oliver Wyman

& Co).

April 8, 2002 The impact of European pensions reform. With Graham Bishop

(grahambishop.com) and Alan Pickering (EFRP).

May 1, 2002 The changing shape of pension assets: FRS17 and all that. With

John Ralfe (Boots), Sir John Craven (Lonmin), Graham Bishop

(grahambishop.com) and Alan Martin.

May 27, 2002 The annuity problem. With Sheila McKechnie (CA) and Oonagh

McDonald (PIRC).

February 10, 2004 The work of the Pensions Commission. With Adair Turner (Merrill

Lynch).

April 7, 2004 Lurching towards a solution for the pensions problem. With David

Willetts MP and Christine Farnish (NAPF).



April 20, 2004 Lurching towards a solution for the pensions problem (cont.) With

Peter Lilley MP and Ros Altmann.

May 6, 2004 Saving occupational pensions: A proposal from the Law Debenture

Trust Corporation. With Richard Thomas (Law Debenture).

May 17, 2004 Protecting pensions: The proposed PPF and related issues. With

John Ralfe (John Ralfe Consulting) and Andrew Young (Govern

ment Actuary’s Department).

October 25, 2004 “Ageing and employing policy” An OECD report. With Mark Keese,

Peter Whiteford and Nick Bray (OECD).

January 20, 2005 The challenge for pension fund trustees. With Jim Maclachlan and

Richard Hall (Standard & Poor’s), Feargus Mitchell (Deloitte) and

Tim Cox (Linklaters).

January 31, 2005 The CBI’s vision for pensions. With John Cridland (CBI).

February 28, 2005 The pensions issue. With Adair Turner (Pensions Commission) and

Gerd Häusler (IMF). (In New York)

March 7, 2005 The pensions dilemma: Are we worried about inadequacy or

inequality? With Tim Congdon (Lombard St. Research).

B. Publications

May 1996: “Welfare a radical rethink – The Personal Welfare Plan”. By

Andrew Dobson.

February 2003: “Pensions in crisis? Restoring confidence”. By Andrew Hilton.
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Appendix II

A proposal for aligning the interests of corporate

managers and pension fund trustees

By Graham Cox

1. The particular challenges of pension fund deficits which would

be wholly or partly addressed by this proposal

New accounting regulations require that any deficit in a company’s salary-related pension

scheme must be disclosed in its balance sheet - at least for larger companies.

Despite this change, the beneficiaries of a pension fund in deficit will still be disadvantaged because

their claims have a debt service status no better than undated bonds with zero interest, while their

bankruptcy ranking is worse than that of equity. True, other new regulations do require the deficit to

be given a higher ranking than this through the power of trustee veto when certain corporate events

are about to occur. For example, the trustees can insist on a deficit being funded as a pre-requisite

to a management buy-out. However, there are also many corporate events where there is no

protection: the fund can still be raided, and there is no dynamic in the system to protect a fund or

encourage the reduction of pension deficits beyond the weak post-Maxwell constraints. Indeed, the

tax system is silent on under-contribution when a fund is in deficit, but punishes over-payment

when a fund is in modest surplus.

Looked at in the round, pension fund portfolios can be thought of as leveraged investment

funds run for the benefit of shareholders. This is because surpluses are now mostly used to

allow contribution holidays and to finance redundancy costs, rather than to boost pensioner

benefits. A well-run fund can produce many years of pension fund holidays. This provides a

magnificent return for shareholder capital because pension fund contributions have been

well leveraged. An asymmetric discontinuity arises if the pension fund plunges into deficit

because the chances that any additional contributions from the shareholders will generate

similar pension holidays are remote, and, therefore, management has little incentive to

make the investment. Pension funds can be shut down in such circumstances – not

something that would ever happen to a fund that was in surplus.

The new accounting regulations will remind shareholders that they have a ‘someday need’

to repair the deficit, so they will see it as a burden. But they may, given the lack of regulatory

urgency, simply see it as something that can be repaired later, after they have ceased to

hold the shares (on the basis of the ‘greater fool’ principle).
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Under the present regime, any response to a pension fund deficit is thus down to management

rather than the regulators. Management may be positively motivated if managers themselves have

acquired rights of their own in the scheme and have some time to go before retirement.  But in

most cases, management has no motive to eliminate deficits. Executives may have accrued

pension rights elsewhere or may expect to retire before the pension scheme gets into serious

trouble. Additional contributions could even damage managers financially by affecting the metrics

used to calculate their own remuneration. Other factors also work against deficit repair: a common

one among ‘sunset businesses’ is that they don’t need to operate a healthy pension scheme to

attract staff .

Business ups and downs will always worsen some deficits, and schemes will become

partially bankrupt due to business failure. Unfortunately, at the moment, there is no incentive

for companies to ensure that their schemes can handle these uncertainties.

This pinpoints the problem: it is the absolute size of the deficit which eliminates the

financial motive for maintaining a pension scheme, and this is what needs to be overcome

if the problem of underfunded pension schemes is to be eliminated.

2. Looking for solutions

Whatever remedies are available in theory, the challenge in practical terms is to find a solution that

is consistent with the healthy continuance of the business.  Filling the pensions “hole” must not

weaken the business’s ability to make contributions over future decades.

The best judge of this balance is probably management itself.  But a critical pre-requisite is to have

the pension fund’s interests clearly ranked in the running of the business so that management’s

personal motivations have less effect on the decision – and so that external parties cannot apply

pressure for a particular payment formula which might damage the company’s long-term health.

The challenge is to introduce a discipline which works as automatically as market discipline, with a

minimum of new rules.

It is tempting to give pension fund liabilities the same ranking as primary short-term debt, similar to

venture capital, eg with liens on revenues and aggressive top-ranked repayment schedules. But

this runs the risk of being too inflexible, too difficult to legislate and too difficult for regulators to agree

on. More serious, the rules that are routinely imposed on a private company raising venture capital

would be a burden (or even a death knell) for a listed company. The key is to avoid any regulatory

interference which might affect financial performance or the valuation metrics used by the market.

In particular, regulatory change would have to focus on the interests of the current owners of the

business, rather than any new investors or lenders which the company might need for its long term

health.

The route proposed here is to rank pension fund beneficiaries pari passu with the owners of the

business: ie. the shareholders. In times past, when pension funds were healthy, it was customary
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for the surpluses to be shared.  But that link of interest has been broken by time, by short-term cost

saving and by the factors that created pension fund deficits, and it is unlikely to be repaired. A

ranking of the pension fund beneficiary with the shareholder would return the situation to at least the

principle observed in earlier decades: in other words, it would be nothing new.

The Scheme recommended in this paper covers the method by which this might be

achieved: i.e. aligning the interests of the two groups in a way that does not disrupt the

business.

3. Key components of ‘the Scheme’

The following is a first cut proposal for a Scheme to achieve these objectives for listed

companies and those above a certain size. (How far down the size rankings it should be

spread is an open question: the simplest solution might be to apply it to every incorporated

company, with a modified version for partnerships.) I propose nine stages:

- The pension fund deficit would be quantified using existing accounting rules.

- A minimum deficit – or surplus – would be set for companies to achieve. For

example, the Scheme might have to be applied whenever the deficit was more

than 5%, but it could equally well be applied at – 2% (ie a surplus). Until this

threshold was reached, the Scheme would bind companies in a way that

encouraged the deficit to be reduced.

- The difference between the current deficit and the threshold would be calculated

as part of the normal accounting process and confirmed by the auditors. Call this

the ‘deficiency’.

- New shares in the sponsoring company would be issued to the pension fund equal

in value to the deficiency: these would be known as ‘deficiency shares’.

- These shares would have exactly the same rights as existing shares, and those

rights would be exercised by the trustees. However, the fund would not have the

right to dispose of these shares other than as part of a general disposal by all

shareholders, for example in a takeover, or as part of a capital re-construction.

This is because deficiency shares would not be issued for the purpose of widening

the tradable share capital of the company.

- There is a case for giving deficiency shares a higher ranking in bankruptcy or

dissolution. This would bestow on them the protection they need in a crisis while

leaving the valuation metrics used by financial markets unaffected. This would be

open for discussion.
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- The new arrangements would be structured so that the value of the fund’s deficiency

shares did not count in the calculation of the pension fund deficit.  In other words, the

pension deficit could only be reduced by dividends and other income from the shares, as

well as by any contributions made by the company to the pension fund.   A proportion of

buy-back flows would have to go straight to the pension fund since deficiency shares are

not saleable.

- If the pension deficit was smaller at the end of an accounting period, deficiency shares

would be cancelled proportionally. For example, if the deficiency was £10m and fell by

£1m, 10% of the deficiency shares would be cancelled, or £1m worth if that was a greater

number. If the deficit grew in size, an appropriate amount of new deficiency shares would

be issued. Once the deficit had reached the threshold, all deficiency shares would have

been cancelled.

- The Scheme would have to be designed to ensure that payments did not affect the

company’s tax position: for example, dividends on deficiency shares might be

treated as pension contributions for tax purposes.

4. Impact of the Scheme

The Scheme would transfer part of the ownership of the company to the pension fund,

giving trustees more influence over the company and requiring dividend and other flows to

shareholders to be partly diverted to the fund to finance its deficit. This means:

- that the voting power of the trustees would give other shareholders and

management a strong incentive to eliminate the deficit; and

- that distortions to management decision-making would be reduced

because the Scheme would permit larger pension contributions to be made

without damaging management incentives – and could even enhance them

in certain circumstances.

Companies might feel they could reduce their contributions to the pension fund because

they were now contributing to the fund through dividends on deficiency shares. The extent

to which they did so would depend on legal, moral and other influences. But it is posited

that the Scheme would lead to a greater flow into pension funds than would otherwise be

the case. If shareholders did not care for the Scheme, they could always increase their

contributions to get rid of the deficiency shares.

Once the deficiency shares were issued, there would be a financial incentive for companies to

reduce the deficit – in sharp contrast to the present situation – and would reduce the cases where

shareholders have bailed out of a company (often a subsidiary) to abandon pension obligations.

Over time, this might ease the pressure on the government’s Pension Protection Fund. The
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pension fund would, as a shareholder, have voting rights, and the shareholders as a group would

have difficulty in hurting the pension fund without hurting themselves.

Companies with low leverage could decide to borrow to pay off the deficit, since this would

be tax-efficient. There would also be a beneficial psychological impact in that pensioners

and employees would feel their fund was more secure.

Inevitably, there would be a macro impact on the economy and on financial markets.

Dividends paid to pension funds on deficiency shares would bring down the pay-out per

share. However, the pension fund would need to re-invest these dividends, so the net effect

on the markets should be neutral. The valuation effect on markets and the average assets

held by pension funds might be broadly neutral for the same reason. The initial impact on

equity markets would most likely be negative because some of the extra cash would be

invested elsewhere. But if cash went into the bond market, yields on gilts and corporate

bonds would fall and this would reduce the calculated level of pension fund deficits and

offset the share price impact.

Under the Scheme, financial markets would price the pension deficit fully into the share

price, as flows to shareholders diminished and DPS and EPS fell. However, in contrast to

the present negative reaction of the market when extra pension contributions are

announced, the Scheme should produce a positive result because any retained earnings

which were used to cancel deficiency shares through extra contributions would increase

the amount of cash available for the shareholders, and earnings per share would rise as the

deficiency shares were cancelled.

Companies engaging in buy-backs or other arrangements to return unwanted capital would

have an incentive to remove the deficiency shares by extra contributions before doing so.

By giving greater assurance, the Scheme would remove the need for Trustees to adopt

aggressive investment strategies to cover the deficit.  And, on simple moral grounds, the

Scheme would put right an inequity in the present system.

Graham Cox

April 2005

Please send comments on this to Graham Cox at gdcox@clara.net.
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